Tap into your WIFI

W - "Watch your interests"

1. What interests you? List the top 5 ways you enjoy spending your time or things you think about when your mind wanders.
2. What are your skills? List 5 things you're good at.
3. How would your friends describe you? List 5 ways they'd explain what you're like.

I - "Investigate your options"

Explore the World  |  Keep Learning  |  Start Your Career  |  Find Your Own Way
The only thing you can buy guaranteed to make you richer.  |  No knowledge learned is ever wasted.  |  The second best things in life are very expensive.  |  Put down the map and get wonderfully lost.

F - "Follow your dreams"

1. If there was no chance you'd fail - what would you do? Anything at all!
2. What would you like to achieve within the next 5 years? E.g. Travelled, complete studies

I - "I'm interested in __________ & I'll see where it leads me."
You don't need to give one answer to the question "What do you want to do when finishing school?" You can simply answer using the above.

Watch the TEDx Talk explaining the WIFI approach: "How to find a happy path after school"